












NORMS/GUIDELINE TO CONDUCT “COMPETITIVE EVENT” DURING NATIONAL YOUTH FESTIVAL 

S.No. Event 

 

Norms/Guidelines 

Cultural Component  

 

1. Folk Dance (Group) 1. Maximum number of participants allowed per team is ten. The team may 

consist of all boys, all girls or a mixture of both.  

2. The dance can be either primitive or a folk dance (Indian style). Ballets are 

not allowed. 

3. Duration of the dance should not be more than 15 minutes. 

4. For the setting of the stage, extra five minutes will be given.  

5. Three copies of a brief note giving the theme and the text of the song, if any, 

is to be submitted along with the entry form at the time of registration.  

6. The participating team will be responsible for removal of their sets, 

properties, etc. immediately after the completion of their performance.  

7. Judgment will be based on the basis of rhythm, choreography, costumes, 

make up, sets and overall effects.  

8. Pre-recorded music (tape, cassette etc.)  shall not be permitted under this 

item. 

Marking system  

Item Marks 

Real Depiction of the Original form of 
Folk Dance 

15 

Expression and Movement 15 

Costume & Make-up 15 

Music & Rhythm Effect 20 

Energy & Audience Response 25 

Message of the Folk Dance 10 

Total 100 

 

 



2. Folk Dance (Individual/solo)  

1. The dance can be either primitive or a folk dance (Indian style). Ballets are 

not allowed. 

2. Duration of the dance should not be more than 7 minutes. 

3. For the setting of the stage, extra five minutes will be given.  

4. Three copies of a brief note giving the theme and the text of the song, if any, 

is to be submitted along with the entry form at the time of registration.  

5. The participant will be responsible for removal of the sets, properties, etc. 

immediately after the completion of the performance.  

6. Judgment will be based on the basis of rhythm, choreography, costumes, 

make up, sets and overall effects.  

7. Pre-recorded music (tape, cassette etc.)  shall not be permitted under this 

item. 

 

Marking system  

Item Marks 

Real Depiction of the Original form of 
Folk Dance 

15 

Expression and Movement 15 

Costume & Make-up 15 

Music & Rhythm Effect 20 

Energy & Audience Response 25 

Message of the Folk Dance 10 

Total 100 
 

3. Folk Song (Group)  

1. The folk song should be taken from Indian songs which can be in any 

regional language. 

2. No film songs should be presented. 

3. Maximum time allowed for the folk song is 7 minutes. The setting time for 

the participant shall not exceed 5 minutes. 

4. Medley of songs is not allowed. 

 



 

Marking system  

Item Marks 

Sur 35 

Tal 35 

Real Depiction of the Original form of 
Folk Song 

10 

Costume & Make-up 10 

Message of Folk Song 10 

Total 100 

 

 

4.  

Folk Song (Individual/solo) 

 

1. The folk song should be taken from Indian songs which can be in any 

regional language. 

2. No film songs should be presented. 

3. Maximum time allowed for the folk song is 7 minutes. The setting time for 

the participant shall not exceed 5 minutes. 

4. Medley of songs is not allowed. 

 

Marking system  

Item Marks 

Sur 35 

Tal 35 

Real Depiction of the Original form of 
Folk Song 

10 

Costume & Make-up 10 

Message of Folk Song 10 

Total 100 

 

 

 



 

 

Like Skill Component 

 

5. Story Writing  

1. Each youth may submit one entry; 

2. The entry should be original; 

3. Maximum time-limit for story-writing may be 60 minutes. The word limit 

should not be more than 1000 words; 

4. The story must not contain offensive, explicit or inappropriate content. It 

should also not offend any caste/creed/religion/color/race. Participating 

youth must fill their name, complete postal address, mobile number and 

email.  

5. Participants may click photographs of their story and upload it at Yuva 

Portal.    

6. Poster Making  1. Each youth may submit one entry per youth; 

 

2. The entry should be original; 

 

3. Maximum time-limit for poster making may be 90 minutes. The poster must 

be made on A3 Size i.e., 11.7” *16.5”  

 

4. The poster must not represent any particular organization or any brand 

name. However, participating youth must fill their name, complete postal 

address, mobile number and email.  

5. Youth submitting their poster in the competition will require to mention 

caption of the Poster in 20-30 words;  



6. Participants may click photographs of their poster and upload it at Yuva 

Portal.  

 

7.  

Declamation 

 

1. The language would be either Hindi or English only. 

 

2. Each participant will be given a maximum of 3 minutes for presentation. 

 

3. The participant will speak on a chosen topical subject and deliver a prepared 

speech. 

 

4. Judgement will be based on the clarity of speech, flow, relevance to the 

selected topic, non-repetition of words and sentences, confidence, 

awareness about the topic, etc.  

8. Photography 1. Each youth may submit two entries i.e., two photographs in electronic mode 

(to be decided by the conducting authority); 

 

2. To encourage the participation of maximum number of Youth and to keep 

uniformity, photographs taken from mobile phone may be considered; 

 

3. One subject to be decided out of the following, may be considered as the 

subject for the photography: - 

 

 Pragatisheel Bharat 

 Aatmanirbhar Bharat 

 Yoga/Sports 

 Physical activity for fitness 

  Nature scenery 



4. Youth submitting their photo in the competition will require to mention 

caption of the Photo in 20-30 words;  

5. The size of the photo submitted should not be less than 1 Mb and not more 

than 2 Mb; 

6. District level authorities conducting the competition will require to upload the 

shortlisted photos/entries on Yuva Portal.  

 

 

Note-Jury members may be engaged for Competitive Events during National Youth Festival at all levels by Nehru Yuva Kendra 

Sangathan (NYKS) in consultation with concerned State/UT.  

 

************************ 

 


